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We give a complete description of the anti-involutions of the algebraDN of N
3N-matrix differential operators on the circle, preserving the principalZ gradation.
We obtain, up to conjugation, two familiess6,m with 1<m<N, getting two fami-
lies D6,mN of simple Lie subalgebras fixed by2s6,m . We also give a geometric
realization ofs6,m , concluding thatD1,mN is a subalgebra ofDN of type o(m,n)
andD2,mN is a subalgebra ofDN of type osp(m,n) ~ortho-symplectic!. Finally, we
study the conformal algebras associated withD1,mN andD2,mN . © 2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1380252#
I. INTRODUCTION
Certain subalgebras of the Lie algebraD of differential operators on the circle were consi
ered in Ref. 1, where they showed that there are two, up to conjugation, anti-involutions6 D,
which preserve the principal gradation, and they obtained in this way two different Lie sub
bras fixed by2s6 . The main goal of the present paper is to extend the results in Ref. 1 t
matrix case, where the picture seems to be rather more complicated and richer.
We give a complete description of the anti-involutions of the algebraDN ~whose central
extension is usually denoted byW11`
N !, of N3N-matrix differential operators on the circle
preserving the principalZ gradation. We obtain, up to conjugation, two familiess6,m with 1
<m<N, getting two familiesD6,mN of Lie subalgebras fixed by2s6,m , and we show that thes
subalgebras are simple. Then, we give a geometric realization ofs6,m , concluding thatD1,mN is
a subalgebra ofDN of type o(m,n) andD2,mN is a subalgebra ofDN of type osp(m,n) ~ortho-
symplectic!.
Finally, we study the conformal algebra associated withD1,mN . Following the notation in Ref.
2, recall thatDN is a formal distribution algebra with the family of pairwise local formal dist
butionsF5$JAn(z)5d(t2z)(2] t)n^ A:nPZ1 ,APMatNC% ~see Ref. 2, Example 2.10!, and the
associated associative~respectively, Lie! conformal algebra is CendN5F̄ ~respectively,gcN!.
When we try to extend the anti-involutionss1,m on DN to the associative conformal algeb
CendN we find some problems. If we applys1,m to the fieldsJA
k , we have thats1,m(F)úF̄,
except in the degenerated casem50. Using the notion ofG-twisted andG-formal distribution
algebras~G is a group! introduced in Refs. 3 and 4, we are able to characterize the confo
subalgebras ofgcN associated withD1,mN andD2,mN . In the case ofD1,mN , we get the conformal
orthogonal subalgebraocN of gcN with aZ2-gradation, and in the other case,D2,mN , the associated
conformal algebra isgcN with a Z23Z2 action given by aZ2-gradation and an action ofZ2
~multiplicative! by semilinear automorphisms.
In Ref. 5, the representation theory of the central extension ofDN(W11`N ) was studied and it
may be interesting to develop the representation theory for this new family of simple Lie s
gebras~see Ref. 1 for the special caseN51!.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review the Lie algebraDN nd classify the
anti-involutions ofDN preserving the principalZ-gradation ofDN. In Sec. III, we describe the Lie
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realization ofs1,m . In Sec. VI we study the conformal subalgebra associated withD`m,N and in
Sec. VII, the conformal subalgebra associated withD1,mN .
We are very grateful to Victor Kac for useful discussions and suggestions about this pape
for introducing us to this subject, particularly what we have learned about the symbol map a
identificationgcn5MatC@],x# from his lectures at MIT in Spring’98, used in Sec. VI and VII
II. ANTI-INVOLUTIONS OF DN
Let N be a positive integer. Denote byDasN the associative algebra of all regular matr
differential operators onC3, i.e., the operators onCN@ t,t21# of the form
E5ek~ t !] t
k1ek21~ t !] t
k211¯1e0~ t !,
where ei~ t !PMatNC@ t,t
21#. ~2.1!
Here and in the following we denote by MatNR the associative algebra of allN3N matrices over
an algebraR. It is more convenient to write the differential operators as linear combination
elements of the formtkf (D)A, where f is a polynomial,D5t] t , kPZ, and APMatNC. The
product inDasN is then given by
~ t r f ~D !A!~ tsg~D !B!5t r 1sf ~D1s!g~D !AB. ~2.2!
Let DN denote Lie algebra obtained fromDasN . The bracket inDN may be conveniently calculate
by the following formula:
@ t r f ~D !A,tsg~D !B#5t r 1s~ f ~D1s!g~D !AB2 f ~D !g~D1r !BA!. ~2.3!
The elementstkDmEi j (kPZ,mPZ1 ,i , j 51,...,N) form a basis ofDN. Here and in the fol-
lowing Ei j is the standard basis of MatNC. Define theweightwt on DN by
wt tkf ~D !Ei j 5kN1 i 2 j . ~2.4!
This gives us theprincipal Z-gradation ofDasN andDN:DN5 % j PZDjN , and so we have the trian
gular decomposition
DN5DN1 % DN0% DN2 ,
whereDN65 % j P6NDNj .
An anti-involution s of DasN is an involutive antiautomorphism ofDasN , i.e., s25I , s(aX
1bY)5as(X)1bs(Y) ands(XY)5s(Y)s(X), for all a,bPC,X,YPDasN .
In order to classify the anti-involutions ofDasN preserving its principal gradation, we shall ne
the following notation. Define for eachm51,...,N, the permutationpm in SN given by
1 2 ... m21 m m11 ... N21 N
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
m m21 ... 2 1 N ... m12 m11
. ~2.5!
Let us fixm51,...,N, f PC andc5$ci , j%, ci , jPC,i . j , we defines5s6, f ,c,m by the follow-
ing formulas:
s~Eii !5Epm~ i !,pm~ i ! ,
s~DEii !5~2D1 f 2d i .m!Epn~ i !,pm~ i ! ,01 Mar 2004 to 170.210.248.7. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
at
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~ i . j ! s~Ei , j !5H ci , jEpm~ j !,pm~ i ! if pm~ i !<N2 i 1 jtci , jEpm~ j !,pm~ i ! if N2 i 1 j ,pm~ i ! ,
~ i , j ! s~Ei , j !5H t21cj ,i21Epm~ j !,pm~ i ! if pm~ i !< j 2 icj ,i21Epm~ j !,pm~ i ! if pm~ i !. j 2 i ,
where
d i .m5H 1 if i .m,0 if i<m.
Theorem 1: Let m51,...,N, f PC, andc5$ci , j%, ci , jPC, i . j . Thens5s6, f ,c,m defined on
generators by~2.6! extends to an anti-involution onDasN which preserves the principalZ-gradation
if and only if
ci , j5ci ,i 21ci 21,i 22 ...cj 11,j , ~2.7a!
and
H ci , j cpm~ j !,pm~ i !51 if pm~ i !<N2 i 1 j ,ci , j cpm~ i !,pm~ j !21 561 if pm~ i !.N2 i 1 j .. ~2.7b!
Moreover, any anti-involutions of DasN which preserves the principalZ-gradation is one of
them.
The proof of this Theorem is certainly more difficult than the one given in Ref. 1 forN51,
and it will be given in several steps. We mainly use the relations between the generatorsEi , j and
the involutive property ofs.
Proof: Step 1. Since s should preserve the principalZ-gradation, we haves(Ei ,i)
5S j 51
N Qi , j (D)Ej , j . But s(Ei ,i)5s(Ei ,iEi ,i)5S j 51
N (Qi , j (D))
2Ej , j . Therefore, if Qi , j (D)Þ0,
thenQi , j (D)[1. Note thatQi , j is independent ofD. Now, Ei ,i5s
2(Ei ,i)5Sk, j 51
N Qi , jQj ,kEk,k ,
thend i ,k5S j 51
N Qi , jQj ,k . So, for eachi there exist a uniquej i such thatQi , j iQj i ,i51, thenQj i ,i
51. On the other hand, we also haveQj i ,iQi ,k50 for any kÞ j i , then Qi ,k50 for any kÞ j i ,
obtaining thats(Ei ,i)5Ej i , j i. Due to the injectivity ofs,p( i )ª j i is a permutation inSN , and
sinces is an involution, we havep25 id.
Similar ideas will be used in the following steps.
Step 2. Again, using thats should preserve the principalZ-gradation, we may assume th
s(DEi ,i)5S j 51
N Pi , j (D)Ej , j . We have
s~DEi ,i !5s~DEi ,iEi ,i !5s~Ei ,i !s~DEi ,i !
5Ep~ i !,p~ i !S (
j 51
N
Pi , j~D !Ei , j D
5Pi ,p~ i !~D !Ep~ i !,p~ i ! . ~2.8!
Therefore, s(DEi ,i)5Pi(D)Ep( i ),p( i ) with Pi(D)5Pi ,p( i )(D). Now, let us write Pi(D)
5 P̄i(D)1 Ṗi , whereṖi stands for the constant term ofPi(D). Thus,01 Mar 2004 to 170.210.248.7. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
e
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2~DEi ,i !5s~Pi~D !Ep~ i !,p~ i !!
5s~~ P̄i~D !1 Ṗi !Ep~ i !,p~ i !!
5 P̄i~s~DEp~ i !,p~ i !!!1 Ṗis~Ep~ i !,p~ i !!
5~ P̄i~Pp~ i !~D !!1 Ṗi !Ei ,i .
So, we haveD5 P̄i(Pp( i )(D))1 Ṗi . Thus, Pi(D)5aiD1 f i with ai•ap( i )51 and ai• f p( i )1 f i
50.
Step 3.Let us suppose thats(tEi ,i)5tS l 51
N Ti ,l(D)El ,l . Using a similar argument to the on
used in~2.8!, we can deduce thatTi ,k(D)[0 if kÞp( i ). As before, we denoteTi(D)5Ti ,p( i )
3(D). Again, let us writeTi(D)5T̄i(D)1Ṫi , whereṪi stands for the constant term ofTi(D).
Thus,
tEi ,i5s
2~ tEi ,i !5s~ tTi~D !Ep~ i !,p~ i !!
5s~~ tEp~ i !,p~ i !!~ T̄i~D !1Ṫi !Ep~ i !,p~ i !!
5@ T̄i~s~DEp~ i !,p~ i !!!1ṪisEp~ i !,p~ i !#s~ tEp~ i !,p~ i !!
5~ T̄i~Tp~ i !~ap~ i !D1 f p~ i !!!1Ṫi !tTp~ i !~D !Ei ,i
5t~~ T̄i~Tp~ i !~ap~ i !~D11!1 f p~ i !!!1Ṫi !Tp~ i !~D !!Ei ,i .
Thus, 15Tp( i )(D) (T̄i(Tp( i )(ap( i )(D11)1 f p( i )))1Ṫi). Then deg(Ti)50 for all i, and Ti
•Tp( i )51.
Step 4. Suppose i . j . Considering the Z-gradation, we have that s(Ei , j )
5S l 51
N2 i 1 j Cl
i j (D)El 1 i 2 j ,l1S l 5N2 i 1 j 11
N tCl
i j (D)El 1 i 2 j 2N,l . Since, s(El ,lEi , j )5s(Ei , j )s(El ,l)
5s(Ei , j )Ep( l ),p( l ) , we can deduceCp( l )
i , j (D)50 for all lÞ i . Let Ci , j (D)5Cp( i )
i , j (D). Therefore,
we have
s~Ei , j !5H Ci , j~D !Ep~ i !1 i 2 j ,p~ i ! if p~ i !<N2 i 1 jtCi , j~D !Ep~ i !1 i 2 j 2N,p~ i ! if p~ i !>N2 i 1 j 11. ~2.9!
Similarly, if i , j and




i j ~D !EN1 l 1 i 2 j ,l1 (
l 5 j 2 i 11
N
Sl
i j ~D !El 1 i 2 j ,l ,
we deduce thatSp( l )
i , j (D)50 for all lÞ i . Thus, denotingSi , j (D)ªSp( i )
i j (D), we have
s~Ei , j !5H Si , j~D !Ep~ i !1 i 2 j ,p~ i ! if p~ i !> j 2 i 11t21Si , j~D !Ep~ i !1 i 2 j 1N,p~ i ! if p~ i !< j 2 i. ~2.10!
Let i . j andk5 i 2 j , sinces is an involution we have ifp( i )<N2 i 1 j :
Ei , j5s
2~Ei , j !5s~C
i , j~D !Ep~ i !1k,p~ i !!5s~C
i , j~D !Ep~ i !1k,p~ i !1kEp~ i !1k,p~ i !!
using~2.9!, we must havep(p( i )1k)1k<N2k, otherwise we gett in the right-hand side above
so Ei , j5C
p( i )1k,p( i )(D)Ci , j (ap( i )1kD1 f p( i )1k)Ep(p( i )1k)1k,p(p( i )1k) . Then, ci , jªC
i , j (D) are
constant,j 5p(p( i )1k) andci , j•cp( j ),p( i )51, usingp
25 id.01 Mar 2004 to 170.210.248.7. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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of the t that appears ins(Ei , j ) we havedp( j ),p( i )ªS
p( j ),p( i )(D) are constant,j 5p(p( i )1k
2N), and 15ci , j•dp( j ),p( i )•bp( j ) .
Consideri , j and takek5 i 2 j , by the same argument, ifp( i )>2k11 then we havedi , j
ªSi , j (D) are constant,j 5p(p( i )1k), anddi , j•dp( j ),p( i )51.
And, if p( i )<2k then we havej 5p(p( i )1N1k) anddi , j•cp( j ),p( i )•bp( j )
21 51.
Step 5.Let i . j , then by step 1,Ep( i ),p( i )5s(Ei ,i)5s(Ei , j•Ej ,i)5s(Ej ,i)•s(Ei , j ), and
using ~2.9! and ~2.10! we get
dj ,i•ci , j51. ~2.11!
Now, let us determine the permutationp. Again, we have fori 52, . . . ,N, Ep( i ),p( i )5s(Ei ,i)
5s(Ei ,i 21•Ei 21,i)5s(Ei 21,i)•s(Ei ,i 21). Now, rewriting~2.9! and~2.10! for this case, we have
s~Ei ,i 21!5H ci ,i 21Ep~ i !11,p~ i ! if p~ i !,Ntci ,i 21E1,N if p~ i !5N, ~2.12!
s~Ei 21,i !5H di 21,iEp~ i 21!21,p~ i 21! if p~ i 21!.1t21di 21,iEN,1 if p~ i 21!51. ~2.13!
Let i 0 be such thatp( i 0)5N. From these equations, it is easy to see that
p~ i 021!51, and p~ i 21!5p~ i !11 for any iÞ i 0 . ~2.14!
Sincep is a bijective map, we conclude thatp must bepm given in ~2.5! wherem5 i 021.
Step 6.In this step we will characterize the constantsai , f i , andbi defined in steps 2 and 3
Let us start withai . We have
2bi tEp~ i !,p~ i !52s~Ei ,i !
5@s~DEi ,i !,s~ tEi ,i !#
5@~aiD1 f i !Ep~ i !,p~ i ! ,bi tEp~ i !,p~ i !#
5biai tEp~ i !,p~ i ! .
So, ai521 for all i. Since tEi 11,i 11•Ei 11,i5Ei 11,i•tEi ,i , applying s to both sides and using
~2.12! we deduce thatbi 115bi . In step 3 we showed thatbi•bp( i )51, thenbi561.
Finally, by applying the same argument toDEi 11,i 11•Ei 11,i5Ei 11,i•DEi ,i , we get f i 0
5 f i 02121, and if iÞ i 0 then f i5 f i 21(1, i ). Thus fª f 15¯5 f i 021 and f 215 f i 05¯5 f N ,
getting in this way all the conditions in our theorem and all the equations in~2.7!.
On the other hand, it is straightforward to check thats defined by~2.6! is indeed anti-
involution of DasN , finishing the proof. j
Let us study conditions~2.7a! and~2.7b! in more detail. By~2.7a!, all the coefficientsci , j are
completely determined by
ciªci 11,i , i 51,...,N21, ~2.15!




21. Observe that the permutationpm is basically given by two simple
permutations of the sets$1,... ,m% and$m11,...,N%. Thus Eq.~2.7b! reduces to
cicm2 i51 ~1< i ,m!, cm1 icN2 i51 ~1< i ,N2m!, 615 )
iÞm
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251
~respectively,P i .mci5cm1(n21)/2 and (cm1(n21)/2)
251!; we shall call the coefficientc(m21)/2
~respectively,cm1(n21)/2! a fixed point. Ifm or n are odd, the corresponding products are equa
1. Therefore, we have
Case2:
If N is even and
~1! m even, then there are two fixed points and one of them must be 1 and the other one e
2 1.
~2! m odd, then there are no fixed points and the last condition in~2.16! is impossible. Thusthere
is no anti-involution in this case.
If N is odd, thenm or n is even and we have only one fixed point that must be equal to2 1.
Case1:
For anyN, the last condition in~2.16! will be satisfied if we take the~possible! fixed points equal
to 1.
III. LIE SUBALGEBRAS DÁ,mN .
Let D6, f ,c,mN denote the Lie subalgebra ofDN fixed by 2s6, f ,c,m , namely
D6, f ,c,mN 5$aPDNus6, f ,c,m~a!52a%. ~3.1!
Now, we shall study the relation amongD6, f ,c,mN for different data (6, f ,c,m). Let sPC,
denote byQs the automorphism ofDasN given by Qs(A)5A, Qs(tI )5tI and Qs(DI )5(D
1s)I , whereI stands for the identity matrix. ClearlyQs preserves the principalZ-gradation of
DasN . Let s fªs6, f ,c,m , then we have
s f•Qs5s f 1s5Qs•s f . ~3.2!
Similarly, let r 5$r i , j% ( i . j ) satisfying~2.7a! and~2.7b!. Denote byG r the automorphism of
DasN defined byG r(tI )5tI , G r(DI )5DI , G r(Ei ,i)5Ei ,i , G r(Ei , j )5r i , jEi , j ( i . j ), andG r(Ei , j )
5(r i , j )
21Ei , j ( i , j ). Let scªs6, f ,c,m , then we have
sc•G r5sc•r5G r 21•sc , ~3.3!
where (c•r ) i , jªci , j r i , j and (r
21) i , j5r i , j
21. Observe thatc•r andr 21 also satisfy~2.7a! and~2.7b!.
Using ~3.2! and ~3.3!, we have:
Lemma 1:~cf. Ref. 1, Lemma 2.2! ~a! The Lie algebrasD6, f ,c,mN are all isomorphic for
different f PC. In fact, we haveQs(D6, f ,c,mN )5D6, f 22s,c,mN .
~b! G r(D6, f ,c,mN )5D6, f ,c•r 22,mN .
Due to Lemma 1 we may choose a Lie algebra amongD6, f ,c,mN , but we must keep in mind the
analysis of the fixed points for the cases1 and2 that we made before.
We will fix f 50. In this way, we have a normalization similar to the one taken in Ref. 1
Due to Lemma 1~b!, it is possible to changec by c•r 22. Thus we can takeci51, except for
the fixed points that are 1 or21, and they should keep the sign. Denote bys6,m andD6,mN the
anti-involutions6, f ,c,m and the Lie subalgebraD6, f ,c,mN , respectively, with this choice off andc.
Remark 1:Observe thatD6,mN is naturally isomorphic toD6,N2mN .
In order to give an explicit description of this family of subalgebras, we need some nota
For any matrixAPMatm3n(C), define
~A†! i , j5An112 j ,m112 i , ~3.4!
i.e., the transpose with respect to the other diagonal. Recall the anti-involutions onDªD1 given
in Ref. 1:01 Mar 2004 to 170.210.248.7. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
e
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kf ~D !!5~6t !kf ~2D2k1b! ~bPC!. ~3.5!
We extendṡ6,b to a map on Matm3n(D)5D^ Matm3n(C) by taking @ṡ6,b(A)# i , j5ṡ6,b(Ai , j ).
Case1:








Then the anti-involutions1,m on DN5D^ MatN(C) is explicitly given by
s1,mS A BC FD 5S A
†1 C†3
B†2 F†4D , ~3.7!
whereAPMatm3m(D), BPMatm3n(D), CPMatn3m(D), andFPMatn3n(D). And
D1,mN 5H S A B2B†2 F D :A1A†150 and F1F†450J . ~3.8!
Observe that conditions1,m(a)52a impliesC
†352B andB†252C, and these two conditions
are equivalent since (B†2)†35B. It is also possible to prove thatD1,mN is a Lie subalgebra ofDN
by direct computations, using that †1 and †4 are antiautomorphism, and the identitiesB
†2
5t21B†1, F†45tF†3, (B†2)†15Bt21, etc. Observe that†2 and†3 are not antiautomorphism. Th









Since the situationN even andm ~also n! odd is impossible, we may suppose, due to
symmetry, thatn is even.
Now, consider the following maps on Matm3n(D):
A* 1ªṡ2,0~A
†!,
B* 25~B1uB2!* 2ªt21ṡ2,0S 2B2†B1† D ,
~3.10!











whereBi arem3p, with n52p, Ci arep3m, andFi arep3p.
Then the anti-involutions2,m on DN is explicitly given by
s2,mS A BC FD 5S A*
1 C* 3
B* 2 F* 4D , ~3.11!
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Note that we have again that conditions2,m(a)52a implies C*
352B and B* 252C, and
these two conditions are equivalent since (B* 2)* 35B. Again, it is also possible to prove tha
D2,mN is a Lie subalgebra ofDN by direct computations, using that* 1 and * 4 are antiautomor-
phism. Observe that* 2 and* 3 are not antiautomorphism.
Observe that we may replace † byT ~usual transpose! in ~3.6!–~3.8! and we get another family
of involutions ~denoted bys1,m
T ! that do not preserve the principalZ-gradation, and the corre
sponding subalgebras are notZ-graded subalgebras ofDN, but they are isomorphic to the other
Namely, using thatA†5JATJ21 where




T 5s1,m , where
Jm,n5S Jm 00 JnD
andJn is then3n matrix J. In the same way, we may replace † byT in ~3.10!, getting another
family of involutions denoted bys2,m
T , and they produce subalgebras isomorphic to the oth
More precisely, we have AdJm,p,p+s2,m
T 5s2,m , where
Jm,p,p5S Jm 0 00 Jp 0
0 0 Jp
D .
IV. GENERATORS OF DÁ,mN
In this section we give a detailed description of the generators ofD6,mN . Then we show that
these subalgebras are simple Lie algebras.
Let us denote byC@w# (1) the set of all odd polynomials inC@w#, and byC@w# (0) the set of all
even polynomials inC@w#. And let k̄50 if k is an odd integer andk̄51 if k is even.




whereDk5D1(k2b)/2. Therefore, by~3.6! and ~3.10! the following is a set of generators o
D6,mN .
From now on we will use the description of the elements in the subalgebras used in~3.8! and
~3.12!.
• Corresponding to the blockA, that is 1< i , j <m andb50 (Dk5D1k/2):
First consider case1,
$tk~f~Dk!Ei,m112j2f~2Dk!Ej,m112i!:kPZ, f PC@x#,1< i , j <m%
for the case2,
$tk~ f ~Dk!Ei ,m112 j2~21!
kf ~2Dk!Ej ,m112 i !:kPZ, f PC@x#,1< i , j <m%
and the generators on the opposite diagonal for the case1 are
$tkf ~Dk!Ei ,m112 i :kPZ, f PC @x#~
1!,1< i<m%01 Mar 2004 to 170.210.248.7. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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$tkf ~Dk!Ei ,m112 i :kPZ, f PC@x#~ k̄!,1< i<m%.
• Corresponding to the blocksB2C (b50):
First consider case1. Here we have
$tk~f~Dk!Ei,m1j2t
21f~2Dk!EN112j,m112i!:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i<m, and 1< j <N2m%.
And for the case2,
$tk~ f ~Dk!Ei ,m1 j2~21!
kt21f ~2Dk!EN112 j ,m112 i !:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i<m,
and 1< j <p%,
$tk~ f ~Dk!Ei ,m1 j1~21!
kt21f ~2Dk!EN112 j ,m112 i !:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i<m,
and p11< j <N2m%.
• Corresponding to the blocksF ~b521 andDk5D1(k11)/2):
Case1:
$tk~f~Dk!Em1i,N112j2f~2Dk!Em1j,N112i!:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i , j <N2m% ~4.1!
and the generators on the opposite diagonal are
$tkf ~Dk!Em1 i ,N112 i :kPZ, f PC@x#~
1!, 1< i<N2m%. ~4.2!
For the case2 they are
$tk~ f ~Dk!Em1 i ,m1 j2~21!
kf ~2Dk!EN112 j ,N112 i !:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i , j <p%,
$tk~ f ~Dk!Em1 i ,N112 j1~21!
kf ~2Dk!Em1 j ,N112 i !:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i , j <p%,
$tk~ f ~Dk!EN112 i ,m1 j1~21!
kf ~2Dk!EN112 j ,m1 i !:kPZ, f PC@x#, 1< i , j <p%
and the generators on the opposite diagonal are
$tkf ~Dk!Em1 i ,N112 i :kPZ, f PC@x#~
k11!, 1< i<N2m%.
Using the above-given description we can prove the following
Theorem 2: The Lie algebrasD6,mN are simple.
Since this is a rather technical proof, we refer to the Appendix.
V. GEOMETRIC REALIZATION OF sÁ,m
In this section we give a geometric realization ofs6, f ,m , for arbitraryf. The algebraDN acts




J15S t2 f 21Jm 00 t2 fJnD , J25S t2 f 21Jm 0 00 0 t2 fJp
0 2t2 fJp 0
D +F
with F:V→V given by F(h(t))5h(2t), h(t)PV, and Jm as in ~3.13!. Observe thatV
5Cm@ t,t21#3Cn@ t,t21# is an orthogonal decomposition ofV. Now, consider the following propo
sition.01 Mar 2004 to 170.210.248.7. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
-
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~respectively, odd! thenB2 is symmetric~respectively, skew-symmetric!.
~b! For anyLPDN andh,gPV we have
B6~Lh,g!5B6~h,s6, f ,m~L !g!, ~5.2!
that is,L ands6, f ,m(L) are adjoint operators with respect toB6 .
Proof: ~a! The statements thatB6 are nondegenerated andB1 is symmetric are straightfor




TS ~21! l tk112 f 21Jm 0 00 0 ~21! l tk1 l 2 fJp
0 ~21! l tk1 l 2 f~2Jp! 0
D ej
5ei
TS ~21! ldk1 l 2 f ,0Jm 0 00 0 ~21! ldk1 l 2 f ,21Jp
0 ~21! ldk1 l 2 f ,21~2Jp! 0
D ej
5~21! fej
TS ~21!kdk1 l 2 f ,0Jm 0 00 0 ~21!kdk1 l 2 f ,21Jp









B), h5t rep , andg5t
seq be as shown previously. We will consider on
the 1 case. The2 case is completely analogous being careful with the definition ofJ2 . Then
recall that
s1,m, f~L !~g!5t









TS A BC FD
TS t2 f 21Jm 00 t2 fJnD tseq
5~p,q!entry p~r !S dk1r 1s2 f ,0ATJm dk1r 1s2 f ,21CTJndk1r 1s2 f ,0BTJm dk1r 1s2 f ,21FTJnD .
~5.3!
On the other hand, we have
B1~h,s1, f ,m~L !g!5Rest t
r 1s1kep
TS t2 f 21Jm00 t2 fJnD
•S p~2k2s1 f !A† tp~2k2s1 f 21!C†t21p~2k2s1 f !B† p~2k2s1 f 21!F† D eq
5S dk1r 1s2 f ,0p~2k2s1 f !JmA† dk1r 1s2 f ,21p~2k2s1 f 21!JmC†dk1r 1s2 f ,0p~2k2s1 f !JnB† dk1r 1s2 f ,21p~2k2s1 f 21!JnF† D p,q .
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Remark 2:Analogously, we can define the following nondegenerate bilinear forms onV ~i





J1,T5S t21I m 00 I nD , J2,T5S t21I m 0 00 0 I p
0 2I p 0
D +F




T were defined in~3.13!. Therefore, we can claim thatD1,mN is a subalgebra ofDN of
type o(m,n) andD2,mN is a subalgebra ofDN of type osp(m,n) ~orthogonal-symplectic!.
VI. CONFORMAL ALGEBRA ASSOCIATED WITH D¿,mN
In this section we will study the conformal algebra associated withD1,mN . We will follow the
notation on Ref. 2. Recall thatDN5D1^ CMatNC, viewed as an associative algebra is a form
distribution algebra with the family of pairwise local formal distributions
F5$JAn~z!5Jn~z! ^ A:nPZ1 ,APMatNC%,
whereJn(z)5S j PZt
j (2] t)
nz2 j 215d(t2z)(2] t)
n, cf. Ref. 2, example 2.10. Recall that given
collection of mutually local formal distributionsF, the closureF̄ is defined as the minima
C@]#-module closed under allnth products,nPZ1 ~see Ref. 2, pp. 39!.









k S kj D ~l1]! j JABk1 l 2 j .






k S kj D ~l1]! j JABk1 l 2 j2(j 50
l S lj D ~2l! j JBAk1 l 2 j . ~6.1!
For simplicity, we will introduce the following bijective map that we learn from Kac’s lectu









whereAk(])PMatN(C@]#). The transferredl-bracket is01 Mar 2004 to 170.210.248.7. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Now, we will try to extend the anti-involutions1,m on DN to the conformal algebra CendN
~here we return to our normalizationf 50 made in Sec. III!. When we applys1,m to the fieldsJA
k
we find some problems. In order to show this we will need the following formulas:
ṡ1,0~] t!52t] tt
21, ṡ1,21~] t!52] t ~6.2!
and
ṡ1,b~d~ t2z!!5d~ t2z! for any b. ~6.3!
If 1< i , j <m, using~3.6!:
s1,m~JEi j
1 ~z!!5s1,m~d~ t2z!~2] t!Ei j !
5ṡ1,0~d~ t2z!~2] t!!Em112 j ,m112 i
5ṡ1,0~2] t!ṡ1,0~d~ t2z!!Em112 j ,m112 i
5t] tt
21d~ t2z!Em112 j ,m112 i
5~d~ t2z!] t1t~ t
21d~ t2z!!8!Em112 j ,m112 i
5~d~ t2z!] t2t
21d~ t2z!1d t8~ t2z!!Em112 j ,m112 i
52JEm112 j ,m112 i
1 ~z!2t21JEm112 j ,m112 i
0 ~z!2]zJEm112 j ,m112 i
0 ~z!.
~6.4!
Warning: The second term in the last line of~6.4! has an extrat21.
And if 1< i , j <N2m,
s1,m~JEm1 i ,m1 j
1 ~z!!5ṡ1,21~d~ t2z!~2] t!!EN112 j ,N112 i
5] td~ t2z!EN112 j ,N112 i
5~d~ t2z!] t1d t8~ t2z!!EN112 j ,N112 i
52JEN112 j ,N112 i
1 ~z!2]zJEN112 j ,N112 i
0 ~z!. ~6.5!
In the same way, for 1< i<m and 1< j <N2m we have
s1,m~JEi ,m1 j
1 ~z!!52t21~JEN112 j ,m112 i
1 ~z!1]zJEN112 j ,m112 i
0 ~z!!. ~6.6!
and for 1< i<N2m and 1< j <m, we get
s1,m~JEm1 i , j
1 ~z!!52t~JEm112 j ,N112 i
1 ~z!1]zJEm112 j ,N112 i
0 ~z!!2JEm112 j ,N112 i
0 ~z!. ~6.7!
Remark 3:~a! From ~6.4! and ~6.6! to ~6.7!, we observe that
s1,m~F!úF̄.
We will return to this point later.
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So if we consider the degenerated casem50, we haves1,0(A)5ṡ1,21(A
†) getting in this
way an anti-involution ongcN . In terms of symbol, the corresponding conformal subalgebra fi
by 2s1,0 , which is usually denoted byocN , is the linearC-span of
A~],x!ªA~],x!2s1,0~A~],x!!5A~],x!2A~],2]2x!
with APMatN and the correspondingl-bracket given by
@A~],x!l B~],x!#5A~2l,l1]1x!B~l1],x!2B~l1],2l1x!A~2l,2l1x!
2A†~2l,2]2x!B~l1],x!1B~l1],2l1x!A†~2l,l2x!.
~c! In the caseN51 we have the same picture as in Ref. 1, where the fieldsWn(w)ªd(t
2z)(2] t)
n1(21)n11(2] t)
nd(t2z), are introduced. Transferred in terms of symbol,wn5xn
2(2]2x)n and thel-bracket is simply~cf. Ref. 1, pp. 131–132!
@wnlw
m#5~2l2]2w!nwm2~]2w!mwn2~w1]!nwm1~l2w!m~2l1w!n.
Let us return to Remark 3~a!. Consider the Lie algebra of matrix differential operators w
constant coefficientsgªMatNC@]#.
Now, for each 0<m<N, we have aZ2-gradation ing5g0% g1 where,
g05S MatmC@]# 00 MatN2mC@]# D ,
g15S 0 Matm3N2mC@]#MatN2m3mC@]# 0 D .
Let us consider the Lie algebraDN,1/2 of matrix differential operators with coefficients i
C@ t1/2,t21/2#, which can be seen as
DN,1/25C@ t1/2,t21/2# ^ g.
Consider the following subalgebra ofDN,1/2:
DmN,1/25C@ t1,t21# ^ g0% t1/2C@ t1,t21# ^ g1 .
This is atwistedDN algebra. Let us define the isomorphismTm :DN,1/2→DN,1/2 given by




Note thatTm restricted toDN gives us an isomorphism betweenDN andDmN,1/2. Via this isomor-
phism we translates1,m to DmN,1/2, gettingTm+s1,m+Tm215s* where
s* S A BC FD 5ṡ1,21S A
† C†
B† F†D .
Observe thats* is equivalent to the involution definingocN extended toDm
N,1/2. Take the subal-
gebraDm,sN,1/2 of DmN,1/2 fixed by 2s* . This is isomorphic toD1,m
N .
*
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with local family
Fm5H JAin,i /2~z!ªJn,i /2~z! ^ Aiª(kPZ tk1 i /2~2] t!nz2k212 i /2Ai :AiP~MatNC! i , i PZ2J
where
~MatNC!05H S A 00 F D :APMatmC,FP MatN2mCJ ,
~6.8!
~MatNC!15H S 0 BC 0 D :BPMatm3N2mC,CPMatN2m3mCJ .
Observe thatJAi
n,i /2(z)5d i /2(z2t)(2])
nAi , whered i /2(z2t)5SkPZ t
k1 i /2z2k212 i /2.
Define symb(JAi
n,i /2)5xAi whereAiPMatN(C) i ,i P$0,1%. Under this identification, the asso
ciatedZ2-graded conformal algebra is
gcN,mª~MatNC@],x# !0% ~MatNC@],x# !1
with l-product
@Ai~],x!lBj~],x!#5Ai~2l,l1]1x!Bj~l1],x!2Bj~l1],2l1x!Ai~2l,x!.
Therefore,gcN,m is simply gcN5MatN(C@],x#) endowed with aZ2-gradation that comes
from theZ2-gradation in MatN(C) given by ~6.8!.
It is easy to see thats* (Fm),Fm, getting in this way theZ2-graded conformal subalgebr
ocN,m of gcN,m fixed by2s* . Obviously, we can seeocN,m asocN with aZ2-gradation, or as the
Z2-graded conformal algebra associated with the 1/2Z-twisted formal distribution algebraDm,s
*
N,1/2.
VII. CONFORMAL ALGEBRA ASSOCIATED WITH DÀ,mN
In this section we will study the conformal algebra associated withD2,mN . As in Sec. VI we
will follow the notation in Refs. 2 and 3. Recall that in the1 case, we first considered th
degenerated case1,0 ~that ism50! where we obtained a formal distribution algebra structure
D1,0N , but in the case 1<m,N we obtained a 1/2Z-twistedformal distribution algebra. Similarly
in the case2, we will first consider the degenerated casem5N. Here we are forced to take th
Lie algebraD2,NN as Z2-local formal distribution algebra, and in the case 1<m,N we get a
double structure, that is 1/2Z-twistedandZ2-local formal distribution algebra.
Let m5N. Heres2,N(A)5ṡ2,0(A
†). In the case ofN51 we get the Lie algebraD2 con-
sidered in Ref. 1. In this paper as in our case the most convenient choice is the isom
subalgebraD2N which is the subalgebra ofDN fixed by 2s2ª2ṡ2,21(A†) ~because
ṡ2,21(] t)5] t and ṡ2,21(t)52t!.
Let us consider as before the fieldsJA






k. This motivates one to consider the family
F65$JAn,61~z!ªd~z6t !~2] t!nA:nPZ1 and APMatnC%,
which is a family of pairwiseZ2-local formal distributions,~hereZ25$1,21%!, with OPE (a,b












k S mk D S kr Dbk~]wr JABm1n2k,b~w!!]wk2rd~z2ab21w!
2(
l 50
n S nl D ~2b! lJBAm1n2 l ,b~w!]wl d~z2ab21w!.
As in Sec. VII in Ref. 3, we introduce the following operator on the space of formal di
butions:Ta(a(z))5aa(az), with aPZ2 . Note thatF6 is closed under allTa . Therefore, if we
take symb(JA
1,1)5xA and symb(JA
1,21)5yA, then (D2N ,F6) gives rise to a conformal algebra




and @A(],x)lB(],y)#50. TheZ2-action on it by semilinear automorphisms~this is aTa]5]Ta
and Ta(@xly#)5@Ta(x)alTa(y)#!, is given by T21(A(],x))5A(],y) and T21(A(],y))
5A(],x).











Note that it is easy to show that
T21~A~],x!!52~A
†~2],x1]!!.
Therefore, the associated conformal subalgebra is isomorphic tog N with a Z2-action by semilin-
ear automorphisms given byT15 id andT21 .
Remark 4:Observe that we can collapse to the caseN51, gettinggc1 as theZ2-conformal
algebra associated with the Lie algebraD2 in Ref. 1.
Now, let us consider 1<m,N. In this case we need to combine the 1/2Z-twisted and the
Z2-local notions.
As in Sec. VI, consider the Lie algebra of matrix differential operators with constant co
cientsgªMatNC@]#. For each 0<m<N, we take theZ2-gradation ing5g0% g1 as before.
Let us consider the Lie algebraDN,1/2 of matrix differential operators with coefficients i
C@ t1/2,t21/2#, and consider the following subalgebra:
DmN,1/25C@ t1,t21# ^ g0% t1/2C@ t1,t21# ^ g1 .
This is a twistedDN algebra. Let us define the isomorphismTm :DN,1/2→DN,1/2 given by01 Mar 2004 to 170.210.248.7. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Note thatTm restricted toDN gives us an isomorphism betweenDN andDmN,1/2. Via this isomor-




A‡5S A1 B1 B2C1 F1 F2
C2 F3 F4








N,1/2 of DmN,1/2 fixed by 2s* . This is isomorphic toD2,m
N .
Following the notation in Ref. 3,DmN,1/2 gives rise to a 1/2Z-twisted andZ2-local formal
distributions algebra with the family
F5H JAin,i /2,61~z!ªJn,i /2,61~z! ^ Aiª(kPZ ~6t !k1 i /2~2] t!nz2k212 i /2Ai :AiP~MatNC! i ,i PZ2J .
Observe thatJAi
n,i /2,61(z)5d i /2(z2(61)t)(2])
nAi where
d i /2~z2~61!t !5(
kPZ
~~61!t !k1 i /2z2k212 i /2.











r S mr D S rkDb r~]wk JAiAjm1n2r ,~ i 1 j !/2,b~w!!]wr 2kd i /2~z2ab21w!.
Now we also introduce the following operator on the space of 1/2Z-twisted andZ2-local
formal distributions:Ta(a(z))5aa(az), with aPZ2 . Note thatFm is closed under allTa .
Thus, introducing symb(JAi
1,i /2,1)5xAi and symb(JAi
1,i /2,21)5yAi with AiP(MatNC) i , i PZ2
5$0,1%, we have that the associatedZ2-graded conformal algebra
gcN,mªFm5 %
i PZ2




and @Ai(],x)lBj (],y)#50. Again, theZ2-action on it by semilinear automorphism is given b
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Z2-action by semilinear automorphisms given byT21 .





Thus, we consider the2s* -fixed subalgebra which is theC-linear span ofAi(],x)ªAi(],x)
2Ai
‡(],y2]).
The l-bracket is (i , j PZ2)
@Ai~],x!lBj~],x!#5Ai~2l,x1l1]!Bj~l1],x!2Bj~l1],2l1x!Ai~2l,x!.
Therefore, the conformal subalgebra associated withD2,mN is isomorphic to gcN with a
Z23Z2-action given by aZ2-gradation~that comes from theZ2 gradation in MatNC! andZ2-action
by semilinear automorphism given byT15 id andT21 .
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APPENDIX
Here we will prove
Theorem 2: The Lie algebrasD6,mN are simple.
Proof: We will give the proof only for the caseD1,mN , since the other is completely analogou
We are going to use the description in terms of generators given in Sec. IV. Since the pr
rather technical, some details will only be sketched. Assume thatb51. Let us define
X5S S D2 12D I m 0
0 DI N2m
D PD1,mN . ~A1!
Note that (kPZ)




0). Similarly, if F5(0
0
F1
0 ), we have that
ad~X!S tkf S D1 k2DF D5ktkf S D1 k2DF ~A2b!
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form (0* *




By @~A2a!–~A2c!# we may assume thatvA1vFPJ and vBCPJ. So, since@ I m ,vA1vF#
PJ we have thatvAPJ and similarly we can show thatvFPJ.
We are going to show that ifvAPJ,vAÞ0, thenEi ,m112 j6Ej ,m112 iPJ and Ei ,m112 iPJ
with 1< i , j <m. Analogous arguments will work finely for the remaining blocks, and the de
are left to the reader. Therefore we can conclude thatJ5D1,mN .
TakevAÞ0 in J. By ~A2a!, we may supposevA5tkA(D)5tkS1<p, j <m ap j(D)Ep, j with A of
the form (0* 0
0).
Assume thatai ,s(D)Þ0. Thus,
F S D2 12DEi ,m112 i ,tkA~D !G5tk (1< j <m H S D1k2 12Dam112 i , j~D !Ei , j
2S D2 12Daj ,i~D !Ej ,m112 i J . ~A3!
Now takeY5t2k(Er ,s2Em112s,m112r)PD1,mN with sÞm112r , sÞ i and rÞm112 i . Com-
puting ad(Y) of ~A3! we get
~D2 12!@am112 i ,m112s~D2k!Ei ,m112r2ai ,s~D !Er ,m112 i
1am112r ,i~D !Em112s,m112 i2am112 i ,r~D2k!Ei ,s# ~A4!
and again, ad((D21/2)Em112r ,r) ~rÞm112r , rÞ i !, applied to~A4!, gives us
2~D2 12!
2@am112 i ,m112s~D2k!Ei ,r1as,i~D !Em112r ,m112 i #PJ ~A5!
with as,i(D)Þ0. In particular,~A5! belongs toD1,mN , thus we have that
am112 i ,m112s~D !52as,i~2D2k11!. ~A6!
Therefore, we may assume that2(D21/2)2@ f (D)Ei ,r1 f (2D2k11)Em112r ,m112 i #PJ for
somef Þ0.
Note thatEpq2Em112q,m112pPD1,mN for any 1<p,q<m. If we pick different values forp
andq it is easy to show that
2~D2 12!
2@ f ~D !Ep,q1 f ~2D2k11!Em112q,m112p#PJ, ~A7!
for arbitrary values ofp and q. Note in particular, ifp5m112q we get an element on th
diagonal~cf. with description of generators in Sec. IV!.
Now to finish the proof, we only need to show we can lower the degree off (D) in ~A7!. But
again, sincet(Ell 2Em112 l ,m112 l)PD1,mN for 1< l<m, and if we compute the bracket betwee
~A7! and t(Ep,p2Em112p,m112p), and the bracket between~A7! and t(Eq,q2Em112q,m112q)
and then the difference between them we have that
t~~ f ~D11!2 f ~D !!Ep,q1~g~D !2g~D21!!Em112q,m112p!PJ.
Thus we get an element in the ideal with lower degree inD, but we have increased the degree
t. Using the argument in~A4!, we can again lower the degree int. This process will eventually
end, showing thatEp,q6Em112q,m112p . h
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